I. Foundations Level (6 components, 15 hours for all students)

- Contemporary Composition (3 hrs)
- Critical Issues in Human Inquiry (3 hrs)
- Oral Communication (1 hr)
- Mathematical Reasoning (2 hrs)
- Philosophical Ideas (3 hrs)
- The Christian Tradition (3 hrs)

II. Explorations Level (6 components, 17 hours for all students, with an additional 2 components, 7 hours for Arts & Sciences students only)

- Ethics* (3 hrs) (Pre: Phil. Ideas)
- Global Perspectives in History (3 hrs) (Pre: CIHI)
- Literature (3 hrs) (Pre: CIHI)
- The Biblical Tradition (3 hrs) (Pre: Christ. Trad.)
- Understanding Natural Science (2 hrs)
- Understanding Social Science (3 hrs)
- Fine Arts - Required for CCAS students only (3 hrs)
- Foreign Language - Required for CCAS students only (4 hrs)

III. Integrations Level (1 component, 3 hours for all students, with an additional 3 components, 10 hours for Arts & Sciences students only)

- Intersections (3 hrs) (Pre: CIHI & SR Standing)
- Doing Social Science - Required for CCAS students only (3 hrs) (Pre: Understanding SS)
- Doing Natural Science - Required for Arts & Sciences Students Only (4 hrs) (Pre: Understanding NS)
- Ultimate Questions* - Required for CCAS students only (3 hrs) (Pre: Phil. Ideas, Christ. Trad., Bib. Trad.)

IV. Designated Courses (5 courses, 0 additional hours*)

- Des. Ethics (Pre: Ethics)
- Des. Statistical Reasoning (Pre: Math Reasoning)
- Des. Technology
- Des. Written Communication (Pre: Contemporary Comp)

* At least one Ethics or Ultimate Questions must be satisfied by a Philosophy course.